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ACTIVITIES DONE AFTER SEMINAR IN ESTONIA

 Good mate rules
We talked about rules, we created own rules in each classroom, children played
drama scene.

 Estonian week
Parents and teachers watched presentation about our visit in Estonia and
curriculum about country. We and children watched film about estonian national
dances. We also tried to dance. We had many activities with children for example:
working with map, creating flag of Estonia, baking estonian tradicional cookies.

 Ugly duckling story
Children do art works, watched teachers’ performance, listened story, we talked
with children about What means to be different? Differences are good or bad? Is it
good to be alone without any friends?

 Skype meeting
Wemet with Estonia on Skype. We listened how estonian children are singing. Then
we presented our national dance Krakowiak and presented how we played with our
children.

 Questionnaires
We asked to children about what do they know about people with special needs
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RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRES

 3-year old children had problem to answer the questions

 They don’t have many experiences about this topic

 For example: They think that play with children who have special

needs is impossible.

 We also asked the same questions 4-year old children. Their

knowledge is more specific. They understood better what means to

be different and have special needs.

 RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRES

Poland questionnaires.pdf


FIRST DOLL – PICTURE, PROFILE
PROFILE 1 - ZUZANNA

 NAME: Zuzanna

 LANGUAGE: English, polish (she can say only few words) 

 WHAT MAKES HER HAPPY: meetings with friends, when grandma visiting her, when she can spend time with parents 

 WHAT MAKES HER SAD: when parents are very long at work, when she is sick and she can’t play with her friends, 

when parents are argue

 WHAT SHE’S AFRAID: storm, darnkness.

 PARENTS: father is sales representative in pharmaceutical company, mom is pediatrician

 FAVOURITIES PLAYS AT HOME: play with dolls, watching cartoons, helping mom in the kitchen, drawing, playing 

games with parents

 IS SHE/HE GOOD AT SOMETHING/ IS IT SOMETHING DIFICULT FOR HER/HIM: She can draw very nice 

 FAVOURITE FOOD: pizza, pancakes, ice cream, tomato soup  

 FOOD SHE DON’T LIKE: cucumber soup, dumplings with meat 

 WHAT IMPORTANT HAPPEND TO HER: Zuzia lived in London with her parents. Recently, she moved to Poland, 

because her grandma was very sick, and parents need to take care of her.

 STORY:

 Zuzia was born in Poland. When she had one year, they moved to London, where her father get very well paid job. She 

went to the kindergarten there, she had a friends whit whom she meet. Her parents speak English mostly, so she know 

only few fords in Polish. She was very sad, when she found out that grandma is sick, but she also was warried becouse of 

movig to Poland. In Poland she can’t find her own place, she don’t have any friends here. In kindergarten, she can’t 

understand what children and teachers are saying. No one want to play with her, so mostly she is alone. Since they moved 

to Poland parents don’t have enough time for her. Right now, she have nanny which pick her up from kindergarden. Parents 

are very long in their jobs, moreover mom must taking care of grandma, which lives with them right now.

 How she feels?

 Does someone didn’t understand what you tried to say to him/her?

 What did yoy feal in this situation?

 How it is to have no friends?

 How can we help this girl?



DOLL

 We had to create our first doll. We 
ordered dolls but we are still waiting.




